
Mountain Update from John Kircher 

(Read aloud at CMFC Annual Meeting on 10/10/17) 
 

First of all and important-at least in my mind---Happy 20th Anniversary!  This has been a great 
marriage.   We have had our ups and downs but the people who designed the Founders Club set all the 
boundaries early and clearly perhaps like a great couple should, and the marriage has thrived. The 
CMI/CMFC relationship is completely unlike any other arrangement at any other ski resort.  That should 
be contemplated long and hard by those in the FC who truly care about such things. 
  
Here are some highlights: 
  
20-year investment total is now at least $48.5m.  
  
This equates to $2.4m/year average. 
  
This year almost $6m is being invested on snowmaking. Coverage guarantees skiing T to B on 
Quicksilver, Discovery, Tinkerbell up to the bottom of C9 then up the road to the bottom of Rex, then up 
around the corner to where Memorial joins the main runout-almost to under where Rex crosses over. 
  
35 guns, fully automated, which means auto start up, auto throttle of water and air, auto direction 
control and auto shutdown.  
  
It is the most state of the art snowmaking system at any resort at this time.  
  
I must point out at this point that I am, and we should all be, immensely grateful for the foresight of the 
CM Founders.  
  
In the instance of snowmaking, the Founders had the foresight to acquire a great deal of water rights at 
the resort's inception. These water rights far exceeded the immediate needs of the early ski resort. The 
Founders, recognizing at that time the future difficulties of acquiring addition water rights, were clearly 
planning well ahead to allow Crystal to grow. 
  
The type of water reserves that Crystal possesses, are FAR beyond those held by the other ski areas in 
the state. That makes snowmaking, on the scale Crystal now has built, impossible to compete with. CM 
will have reliable snow cover when other areas are closed. 
  
Those will still be poor ski seasons at Crystal if poor snow persists all season-long, we all know that. But 
shutdowns and a financial reality that Crystal needs to sit out two more years following a bad year? 
These go away.  
  
We hope to bring Thanksgiving skiing up to 90% probable. 
  
This project lays the further foundation for further improvements in various planning stages. Some are 
already approved. 
  
 
 
 



Such as:  
  
1) "Chair 5 Gondola." A ten-passenger gondola direct to Campbell Basin Lodge. Night lights on Queens 
and Downhill. Gondola night skiing. 
  
2). Summit House improvements. The current SH needs more seats if summer business is to continue to 
grow. This past full year saw CM come close to its goal of 100,000 scenic rides on the gondola.  
  
Saturday visitors=3000/day. Summit House lunches max out at 650/day.  
That's equals only 21% accommodation of guests. 
  
3) replace C8 Discovery and C7 Gold Hill.  
  
4) Hotel: this is a project perhaps saved for last after all day ski improvements have been made. It's 
approved.  
  
I have owned Crystal 100% financially since March 31 which was exactly 20 years to the day that Crystal 
was acquired by Boyne and after trying and talking with shareholder and management for 12 more years 
before that.  
  
But I was always 100% invested from day one. 
  
I started at Crystal when I was 39. I will turn 60 in February.  
  
A lot has happened in the intervening years.  
  
The ski industry is a struggle that can only be mastered with total focus and a total commitment to the 
sport of skiing, the customer and the business. 
  
The great Otto Lang leaned over to me at dinner exactly 20 years ago as well and said, "You know John, 
the weather here will eventually wear you down." Webb Moffet was sitting just beyond Otto and I heard 
him chuckle as he kept his gaze at his plate. I relied to Otto that I was doing just fine so far. He said 
nothing for three minutes and then leaned back over to me and said, "But it will eventually wear you 
down." He was serious. 
  
 I love the ski world and know that I am unemployable anywhere else, so I won't be going anywhere 
soon. 
 
Along with Kim already in year two as our patrol director, our son Andrew joined the company in July 
business degree in hand and skiing in his blood. 
  
We made a commitment to the Founders and to the Crystal ski community. 
It is complete and generational.  
  
  
Regards, 
  
John 


